
OPAG questions on the proposed new R&A program compilation 
 
Jim Green's presentation isn't very specific and 11 days doesn't strike me as much time 
for the AGs to ``gather and compile questions, comments, and concerns.'' We should 
have more information and more time.   
 
Slide 43 of that presentation lists the goals of restructuring, and I can't find fault with 
them. But I do not see how any of the following slides address these goals. Could we get 
more information on the details and how they address the stated goals?   
 
Would all the current planetary R&A programs be replaced by the 22 listed ones? (I.e. 
the five ``core programs'' and the 4-5 subcategories of each.)   
 
It looks as though a large fraction of the current programs would fall under the core 
program of ``how planetary systems work'' and the sub-categories do not distinguish 
locations. Does this mean, for example, that studies of the atmospheres of Venus and 
Pluto would all fall in the same sub-category?   
 
The core program of ``exobiology and evolutionary biology'' seems to be almost entirely 
terrestrial. How did the biosphere (presumably of the Earth, since that's the only one we 
know of) end up as planetary science?   
 
Where would mission-related programs fall within this restructuring? (I.e. participating 
scientist programs, mission-specific data analysis programs such as CDAPS, etc.)   
 
Slide 50 says that all ROSES 2013 calls are closed. I really hope that's a typo, or I've 
been wasting my time on an OPR proposal due November 15th.  
 
1) My biggest concern in looking at the five new R&A 'catagories' is that it is currently 
unclear where planetary geology and outer planets research will fall.  Assuming the 
DAPs are retained, where would PG&G and OPR be relocated to?  
 
2) The five new R&A catagories seem overly focused on astrobiology research, in which 
astrobiology-related topics occur in at least three of the catagories.  I would agree with 
most of our community that astrobiology research is important, but it is not so important 
that it needs to capture more than 33% of the future funding opportunities.  
 
3) It is also unclear where the NASA PSD-supporting facilities (Ames Vertical Gun, 
Planetary Aeolian Laboratory (PAL), and the RPIFs) would fall in the new structure 
(currently they are funded in PG&G).  The PAL which I direct has a newly operational 
Titan Wind Tunnel which has had use in the last two years.  The RPIFs (particularly mine 
at ASU) do a lot of promotion of outer solar system exploration.  Any reorganization 
needs to ensure that these PSD facilities have continuous funding opportunities.  
 
4) The currently proposed catagories are very broad -- are we expected to all propose 
interdisciplinary research from here on (e.g., geology ± geophyscs ± atmospheres ± 



magnetospheres)?  Are we still going to be able to propose focused geology-related 
projects?  We need to keep opportunities for smaller, focused projects as well as larger, 
multi-institution, trans-disciplinary projects.  
 
I have some concerns about the restructuring plans.  I understand that the new plan would 
help NASA HQ explain the program to non-NASA people, it would help reduce overlap 
between program elements (which NASA HQ perceives as bad for some reason), and it 
might put more control in the program managers’ hands by allowing them to select from 
a large pool of highly-rated proposals, rather than having to explain why some top-ranked 
proposal in a small sub-panel did not get funded.     
 
I do not see how it would help reduce funding delays (unless a smaller number of total 
proposals gets funded), although perhaps the bureaucratic process will be streamlined 
slightly, which might help.  I do not see how the restructuring will help the 
oversubscription problem.  That problem is based on the greater number of scientists than 
can be supported from the current R&A funds, and the problem will only go away 
through attrition of the current workforce due to lack of funding or to an influx of funds 
into R&A.  If the goal of the restructuring is to accelerate that attrition, then that goal 
may be achieved.   
 
The plan may not seriously hurt hard-money scientists (including tenured faculty), but it 
could be disastrous for soft-money scientists (which make up a large percentage of the 
planetary workforce), and graduate students and postdocs who are traditionally paid from 
soft money.   
 
Here are some specific concerns:   
1. When programs are combined, the amount of funding tends to decrease under the guise 
of “better efficiency”, “reduced overlap”, etc.  A decrease in R&A funding would simply 
exacerbate the current R&A funding crisis.   
 
2. The most obvious question about the current plan is how the funding will be split 
among the five thematic elements.  The vast majority of planetary scientists work solely 
within the theme of how planetary systems currently work.  The origins theme also 
constitutes a decent fraction of the field, but only a small percentage of people work on 
the last three (the two astrobiology themes and space hazards to humans).  Creating an 
equitable split of the R&A funds to these five themes will be difficult and fluid -- those 
PIs who work in the "current processes" theme will likely be hurt by the restructuring.  
There are simply not enough people working in the solar-system astrobiology or hazards 
themes (or coming up with good proposals) to justify a major division of funds those 
directions.   
 
3. People may shift into those undersubscribed themes without really having sound ideas 
or meaningful projects, lowering the overall quality of the science being done at NASA.   
 
4. A program based on the current NASA vision and five planetary themes will likely be 
transient.  The themes are not particularly popular among scientists, being very human- 



and Earth-centric.  When the vision is changed yet again and/or those themes go away, 
the program will need to be restructured again, causing more work for everybody.  
Programs based on planetary processes like geology/geophysics, atmospheric science, 
and origins or those segregated by solar-system objects like Mars or the Outer Solar 
System are easy to understand and less likely to need to be changed with a policy change 
at NASA.   
 
5. If the wording for the themes is strictly adhered to, proposals on exoplanets or 
extrasolar disks will be disqualified in the planetary science division completely, as the 
wording is very clear about "the Sun's family of planets", "our solar system", "how did 
life originate and evolve on Earth."  If the wording is not strictly adhered to, why even 
base the programs on the themes?  Choose some science-driven topics instead.   
 
6. It is impossible to eliminate overlap, no matter how the programs are structured.  The 
restructuring plan will remove some overlaps but create others (e.g., do comets go in 
origins under "primitive bodies" or do they go in "how our SS works" or both?  Does 
atmospheric organic chemistry go in the evolutionary biology theme under "prebiotic 
evolution" or in "how our SS works" or both?  Does extrasolar planet atmospheric 
chemistry go under the origins theme or under how planets work or both?  Do mission 
data analysis projects go under "how SS works" or somewhere else?)    
 
7. Overlap keeps soft-money science alive and is not inherently bad.  Soft-money science 
is a good way to keep NASA funds going toward the most interesting, important topics, 
as the competition for that money is so fierce.  Yes, soft-money scientists can often 
submit a particular topic to multiple programs within the current system.  For example, 
someone wanting to do a Mars geology topic can submit to PG&G, MFR, and maybe 
MDAP.  Someone wanting to do a Saturn atmospheric project can submit to PATM, 
OPR, and/or CDAPS.  I know that NASA wants to eliminate this potential overlap, but 
the multiple options effectively increase a soft-money scientist’s chances of getting 
something funded in any given year, and thus continue life as a scientist.  It is particularly 
helpful that the due dates for the current programs are staggered so that a P.I. sometimes 
hears back from a spring/summer program like PATM/CDAPS before a fall program like 
OPR is due, so that the P.I. knows whether it is necessary to resubmit to the next program 
coming up.  With the suggested restructuring, there will be only one funding opportunity 
for such projects per year.  If a P.I. does not get funded then (and the selection rate will 
remain low for some time), he/she will in theory have to wait an entire year to try again.  
Real people often do not have that luxury.  The restructuring may indeed be a fast way to 
whittle down the field, if that is the true intent, and it may help eliminate the current 
duplicate proposals (and multiple review efforts for essentially the same proposal, which 
I can see is a problem), but it is going to come at a big cost to soft-money scientists, 
postdocs, and grad students.  The field is bound to shrink.  
 
 8. In practice, those soft-money scientists will probably simply send multiple proposals 
to these smaller numbers of programs in order to increase their chances of being funded 
for the next year, which will not help with the oversubscription problem.  Again, that 
problem will ONLY be solved with increased R&A money or a smaller pool of P.I.s.   



 
9. Proposals related to current missions will likely get preference.  That's not necessarily 
“bad” as mission science tends to be underfunded, and it may be one intent of the 
restructuring, but it will hurt basic science.  I know, I know, NASA keeps saying that 
they are not in the basic science business, but they do need a strong, diverse science base 
to propose new missions, so the restructuring may hurt NASA’s ability to plan unique 
new missions, as opposed to those that do more of the same, with the same types of 
instruments and the same science being done.   
 
10. We could lose the current generation of young scientists, who tend to be supported 
from soft money.   
 
11. It's going to be even more difficult than it is now to find unconflicted people (i.e., 
those not proposing) for the review panel of the third theme of how planets work, leading 
to very unqualified panels.  NASA could get around that problem by having sub-panels 
along the lines of the current R&A structure and redefining conflicts to be sub-panel 
related, but then how does that differ from the current program structure?  Probably just 
in the fact that there would be a smaller number of proposing opportunities per year, 
which hurts the soft-money scientists but may or may not help streamline the NASA 
bureaucracy.   
 
In all, although I can see the bureaucratic reasons for wanting this restructuring, I think it 
has the potential for seriously hurting planetary science in the U.S.  The need for the 
immediate 2014 switch is also unclear.  If NASA really wants to reduce the number of 
programs that we can submit to, we should spend some time on a sensible plan.    
 
 
1) What happens to NASA funded facilities (e.g., IRTF, AVGR, RPIFs, etc.)? My 
research specifically relies on use of the AVGR, so that is of most direct interest to me. 
Right now, the AVGR is funded through PGG. Researchers awarded PGG proposals in 
which the AVGR is used can use the facility for free, whereas in other programs it costs a 
lot of money – obviously that makes proposing to PGG very appealing for such studies. 
With the new restructuring, will there be such a place where use of the AVGR (or 
whatever else facility) is 'free'? Will these facilities continue to exist?  How will they be 
funded? Will they be set against each other to fight for funding? 
 
2) Will there be any programs where PIs can get undergraduate researcher, like in the 
current PGG program?  
 
3) There seems to be a huge focus on exobiology/life – this is specifically called out in 
3/5 core programs, yet is the one thing we still have yet to find in the solar system.  
 
4) What happens to the total money allotted to R&A? What about the end of the 
LunarQuest program? Obviously researchers interested in lunar data will be proposing to 
the R&A program, is the total money thus decreasing because Lunar Quest is ending? Or 
is any extra money being put into the pot? 



 
5) I know there's no direct map of what current program goes into what new program, but 
it seems to me that program number 2 is going to end up the one that most people have to 
apply to (or at least those of us who do not focus on Mars). 
 
6) With fewer programs to apply to, I anticipate people will have to submit multiple 
proposals to the same program (especially for those of us whose research does not remap 
into most of the new programs). This will lead to a lot more risk for soft money people, 
and I imagine make review panels pretty difficult to put together. 
 
7) Word is that this restructuring has been in the works for ~2 years. Why is it that the 
community has been given its first glimpse into the plan a mere 3 months before ROSES 
14 will be issued?  
 
Support from R&A programs is of first importance for sustaining the community of 
scientists whose work is critical to achieving NASA objectives.  Therefore, whatever the 
advantage may be to reorganizing and streamlining the R&A program structure, such 
steps should be taken with diligent caution, to avoid any unnecessary disruption to the 
livelihoods of those scientists.  The information provided so far by NASA falls far short 
of what is needed to verify that this change will not be disruptive.  Among the 
unanswered questions are the following:  Where and how would proposals heretofore 
submitted to each current R&A program fit into the proposed 5 programs?  How do the 
funding levels of the proposed 5 programs compare with the prior funding levels of the 
current R&A programs?  Of course, it is NASA's prerogative to shift funding priorities 
among various R&A programs, but it should be done as transparently as possible.     
	  


